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ABSTRACT 
J-elementary factors are one of the cornerstones of V. P. Potapov’s approach to 
matricial versions of classical interpolation problems. Extending work of V. K. Dubovoj, 
we derive various one-to-one correspondences between Potapov-normalized full-rank 
J-elementary factors and finite nondegenerate Schur sequences. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
At the end of the sixties V. P. Potapov turned his attention to matrix 
versions of the classical Carathhodory, Schur, and Nevanlinna-Pick interpola- 
tion problems. He considered such problems from the point of view of 
J-theory. Based on a far-reaching generalization of the classical Schwarz-Pick 
inequalities, he created a powerful method for treating matrix interpolation 
problems, namely the so-called fundamental matrix inequality method. 
Potapov found that solving any concrete interpolation problem of the above- 
mentioned type is the same as determining the solution set of an appropriate 
matrix inequality built only from the given interpolation data. It has turned 
out that the solution set of such a matrix inequality can be described by a 
linear fractional transformation of matrices, the generating matrix-valued 
function of which is called a resolvent matrix associated with the interpolation 
problem in question. In many interpolation problems, resolvent matrices can 
be chosen as rational J-inner matrix-valued functions. Rational J-inner ma- 
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trix-valued functions which have exactly one pole in the extended complex 
plane are said to be J-elementary factors. Using a convenient concept of 
normalization, one can establish a one-to-one correspondence between (nor- 
malized) J-elementary factors and concrete matrix interpolation problems. In 
this way, one obtains a characteristic parametrization of J-elementary factors 
by finite sequences of matrices of some special type. For various choices of 
the signature matrix J, this was carried out in detail by Kovalishina [15], 
Galstjan [ll], Dubovoj [5], Dj u k arev and Katsnelson [3, 41, Djukarev [2], and 
Golinskii [13, 141. 
In our paper, we will extend Dubovoj’s [5] results, which concerned the 
case J = j,, where j 
matrix. For a detaile d 
4 := diag(Z,,, - I,>, and where Z4 is the 4 X 4 unit 
treatment of Dubovoj’s investigations, we refer the 
reader to [S, Chapter 41. It should be mentioned that jp,-elementary factors 
are intimately connected with the so-called matricial Schur problem (see 
Section 1). 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, we will state some 
interrelations between matricial Schur functions and Schur sequences; in 
Section 2 some basic facts of J-algebra and linear fractional transformations 
of matrices will be summarized. 
Section 3 is aimed at a first study of J-elementary factors. 
In Sections 4 and 5, we will state Dubovoj’s main results concerning 
parametrization of Potapov-normalized j,, -elementary factors with pole at 
z = QJ or at .z = 0 via finite nondegenerate p X q Schur sequences and, 
additionally, via finite sequences of strictly contractive p X q matrices. 
Furthermore, we will derive some conclusions in order to prepare a second 
type of parametrization by finite nondegenerate p X q Schur sequences. 
Section 6 is devoted to some interrelations between full-rank jr,-elemen- 
tary factors with pole at z = ~0 and full-rank jyp-elementary factors with pole 
at 2 = 0. 
Sections 7 and 8 are the central ones. Here we will derive the abovemen- 
tioned second-type parametrizations of Potapov-normalized full-rank jp,-ele- 
mentary factors with pole at z = 00 or at z = 0. Finally, we will give an 
overview of objects which have turned out to stand in distinguished one-to-one 
correspondences with finite nondegenerate p X q Schur sequences. 
1. ON MATRICIAL SCHUR FUNCTIONS AND 
SCHUR SEQUENCES 
Let us begin with some notation and some preliminaries. Throughout this 
paper, let p and q be positive integers. We will use C, D, T, and C, to 
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denote the set of complex numbers, the open unit disc, the unit circle, and 
the extended complex plane: 
D := {z E @:lzl < l}, u := (2 E @: 121 = l}, c, := c u {m}. 
The symbol @ I’ x 4 stands for the set of all p X q complex matrices, and kJ,, 
designates the set of all nonnegative integers. 
Let G be a nonempty subset of the extended complex plane C,. Then we 
will use the notation 
” 
G := {z E C, : Z E G} and d := {z E C,: l/Z E G}, 
yhcre z := a, l/E* :' 0, and l/o := 00. If f : G + C Pxq is given, then let 
f: G * C=9’P and f: G --) Cqxp be defined by 
f(z) := [f(z)]* (1) 
and 
f(z) := [f(l/z)]*. (2) 
Note that F = f and F = f. 
REMARK 1. Let G be a simply connected domain of Co with 0 E G. 
Suppose that f : G -+ C rx 9 is holomorphic at z = 0. Let 
f(z) = c Akzk 
k = 0 
be the Taylor series representation off around the origin. Then: 
(a> The function fv is holomorphic at z = 0, and 
f(z) = c A;zk 
k=O 
is its Taylor series representation around the origin. 
(b) The function f^ is holomorphic at z = 03, and 
.&) = kcoA:;k 
is its Laurent representation in some neighborhood of z = ~0. 
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A matrix-valued function f : D + C Px 9 is said to be a p X 9 S&r 
function if f is both holomorphic and contractive in UI. The set of all p X 9 
Schur functions will be denoted by PPxq. The matricial version of Schur’s 
classical interpolation problem consists of the following question: 
(S) Let 12 be a nonnegative integer, and let ( Ak)txO be a sequence of 
p X 9 complex matrices. Describe the set YPx,[ A,, A,, . , A,] of all 
p X 9 Schur functions f such that (Ak)EZO is exactly the sequence of the 
first n + 1 Taylor coefficients in the Taylor series representation off around 
the origin. 
The following Taylor-coefficient characterization of matricial Schur func- 
tions (see e.g. [8, Theorem 3.1.11) was an essential step for solving problem 
6). 
THEOREM 1. Letf:D + CP ‘9 be holomorphic in D, and let 
f(z) = &A&. 2 E ID, (3) 
be the Taylor series representation off around the origin. Then f belongs to 
27 Pxq if and only if, f or each nonnegative integer n, the block Toeplitz matrix 
S,(A,, A,,..., A,) := 
is contradive. 
42 0 0 . . . 0 
A, A, 0 .a. 0 
A,, A,‘_, A,,_2 e.0 A, 
\ 
(4) 
If (A&=,, is a sequence of p x 9 complex matrices such that 
YPpxq[ A,, A,, . , A,,] is nonempty, then Theorem 1 yields that 
S,( A,, A,, . . > A,) is contractive. The next theorem (see e.g. [l] or 18, 
Theorem 3.521) shows that the reverse statement is also true. 
THEOREM 2. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let (Ak)[,O be a 
sequence of p X 9 complex matrices. Then PPx,[ A,, A,, . , A,,] is nonempty 
if and only if the block Toeplitz matrix S,( A,,, A,, . . , A,) given by (4) is 
contractive. 
In consequence of Theorems 1 and 2, the following notions will be 
introduced. 
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DEFINITION 1. 
(a) Let n be a nonnegative integer. A sequence ( Ak>Lzo of p X q 
complex matrices is called a p X 9 Schur sequence if the block Toeplitz 
matrix S,( A,, A,, . , A,) gi ven by (4) is contractive. If S,( A,,, A,, . . , A,) 
is strictly contractive, then the y X 9 Schur sequence (Ak)knzO is said to be 
nondegenerate. 
(b) A sequence ( AkIT+ of p X 9 complex matrices is called a p X 9 
Schur sequence (a nondegenerate p X 9 Schur sequence) if, for each nonneg- 
ative integer n, (Ak>FCO is a p X 9 Schur sequence (a nondegenerate p X 9 
Schur sequence). 
According to Theorem 2 the set PPX y [A,, A,, . , A,] is nonempty if 
and only if (Ak)izO is a p X 9 Schur sequence, whereas Theorem 1 shows 
that a sequence ( Ak)r= a is the sequence of Taylor coefficients of some 
p X 9 Schur function if and only if ( Ak)TzO is a p X 9 Schur sequence. 
DEFINITION 2. A p X 9 Schur function f is called nondegenerate if the 
sequence (A,);=, of its Taylor coefficients (in its Taylor series representation 
around the origin), is a nondegenerate p x 9 Schur sequence. 
Although the following facts on p X 9 Schur sequences are more or less 
obvious, it will be useful to state them here. 
REMARK 2. Let r E N, U {a}, and let ( Ak)zCO be a p X 9 Schur 
sequence (a nondegenerate p X 9 Schur sequence). For each complex 
number (Y with 1 a 1 < ,l, then ((YA~)~= O is a p X 9 Schur sequence (a 
nondegenerate p X 9 Schur sequence). 




LEMMA 1. Let n E N,, and let ( Ak)t= O be a 9 X p Schur sequence (a 
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nondegenerate 9 X p Schur sequence). Then (AZ >LsO is a 9 X p Schur 
sequence (a nondegenerate 9 X p Schur sequence), which satisfies 
and 
where 
z - s;(S;)* = C,,(Z - s,*s,p.,,, (9) 
S, := S,(A,, A,, . . , A,), SF := S,( A;, A;, . . , A*, >, (IO) 
and where I& is given by (5). 
Proof. Equations (7), (8) and (9) follow by straightforward calculations. 
The rest of the assertion is then a consequence of (8) and (6). n 
REMARK 4. 
(a) If f EPPxq, then fcYqXp. 
(b) If f is a strictly contractive p X 9 Schur function, then fv is a strictly 
contractive 9 x p Schur function. Y 
(c) If f is a nondegenerate p X 9 Schur function, then f is a nondegen- 
erate 9 x p Schur function. 
(d) Let n E N,, and let A,,, Ar, . . , A,, be p X 9 complex matrices. If 
~EP~~,JA~, A,, . . , A,], then fEYpxq[A*o, AT,. . , AtI. 
Observe that every nondegenerate p x 9 Schur function is strictly con- 
tractive (see Potapov [I7, Chapters 1, 23). 
We will finish this section with a technical result, which will be useful in 
the following. 
REMARK 5. Let n E &,. Let e,,4 : @ + @9x(“+1)9 and e:9 : @ -+ 
C=(n+1)9Xq be defined by 
enq(z) := (Z,,zZ,,...,z”Z,) (11) 
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and 
en’,(z) := ((~)"Z,,(E)"~'I,,...,(Z)Z,,I,)*, (12) 
respectively. Then 
(13) 
for all z E Cc, where the matrix C,, is given by (5). 
2. SOME FACTS FROM J-ALGEBRA 
First we will recall some basic facts from J-algebra. For a detailed 
treatment, we refer the reader to [8, Chapter 1.31. 
Throughout this section, let m be a positive integer. An m X m complex 
matrix J is called an m x m signature matrix if J = J * and J2 = I,,, 
Clearly, the identity matrix I,, and the matrix -I, are trivial examples of 
m x m signature matrices. Later we will often consider the ( p + 9) X ( p + 
9) signature matrix 
JPq 
:= diag( I,, -14). (14 
REMARK 6. Let J be an m X m signature matrix. Then: 
(a> The matrix -J is also an m X m signature matrix. 
(b) If (Y is an eigenvalue of J, then (Y = 1 or CY = - 1. 
(c) Let J f k I,. Then the multiplicities p and 9 of the eigenvalues + 1 
and - 1 of J are positive integers with p + 9 = m. There is a ( p + 9) X ( p 
+ 9) unitary matrix U with U*JU =j,,. The matrices P := ;(I + J) and 
Q := ;<I - J) are the orthoprojections onto the eigenspaces corresponding 
to the eigenvalues + 1 and - 1, respectively, of J. 
If A and B are m X m Hermitian matrices, then we will write A > B 
(A > B) in order to indicate that A - B is nonnegative Hermitian (positive 
Hermitian). 
An m X m matrix A is called J-contractive (J-unitary) if 
A*JA =z J (A*JA =J). 
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A proof of the following result can be found in Potapov [191 or [g, 
Theorem 1.3.31. 
PROPOSITION 1. An m X m matrix A is j-COntradiVe (is/-unitary) if 
and o&y 27 A* is J-contractive (is I-unitary). 
We will add two simple and well-known properties of j-contractive (and 
J-unitary) matrices. 
LEMMA 2. If both m x m matrices A andB are J-contmtive @unitary), 
t.en their QYOdUCt A B is also j-contractive @unitary). 
Proof: Use the identity 
J-(AB)*J( AB) =J-B*JB+B*(J-A*JA)B. n 
LEMMA 3. Let A be an m x m complex matrix. Then the foZZowing 
statements are equivaknfi 
(i> A is J-contractive (respectively, J-unitary). 
(ii) JA is J-contractive (J-unitary). 
(iii) AJ is J-contractive (J-unitary). 
(iv) JA] is J-contractive (J-unitary). 
Proof: Taking into account that J is obviously J-unitary, the assertion 
follows immediately from Lemma 2. n 
Now we will specify the signature matrix and consider the case I= j,, 
where j,, is given by (14). 
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Then: 
(a) ZJPg and A,, are unitary. 
(b) AP4 = -U,,j,,. 
(4 ~p,j,,qzq = Yip," f$,j,,q, = -j,,. 
(d) Let X E @(9+P)x(9+P); let Y := U4pXV& and Z := A4pXA:P. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) X is C-j,,)- contractive (respectively, ( -j, p )-unita y). 
(ii) Y is jp,-contractive ij -unitary). 
(iii) Z is j,,-contractive Jpq (“” -unitary). 
Proof. The proof consists of straightforward calculations. We omit the 
details. n 
BY 
[T yl, := y*Jx, x E cm, y E cm, 
a so-called (indefinite) inner product [o, . 1, on C” is defined. Obviously, if 
J # +I, then there exist vectors x, y, z E @” \ (0) such that [r, x] < 0, 
[ y, y], = 0, and [z, z] > o. If x and y are vectors from @” 
[x, y], = 0, then x an d 
sue h that 
y are called J-orthogonal to each other, and we will 
write x [I] y. Two nonempty sets & and 9 are said to be J-orthogonal, in 
symbols &[[I] B’, if x [I] y f or every choice of x in _G? and y in ~8’. If L/ is 
any nonempty subset of C”, then the set 
is a subspace of Cm. _&I is called the J-orthogonal companion of L. The 
simple example of the signature matrix diag(1, - 1) and the subspace LF:= 
span(col(1, 1)) h s ows that a J-orthogonal companion need not contain a 
complementary subspace. However, one can easily show that if 3 is a 
subspace of Cc m which is J-nondegenerate, i.e. if 2 n 2'1 = (0) holds true, 
when 2 is J - orthocomplemented, i.e., the direct vector sum 9@2@ of 
_P and _Fl is equal to Cm. In particular, J-positive definite and J-negative 
definite subspaces are J-nondegenerate. A subspace 2’ of @” is called 
J-positive definite (J-negative definite) if [ r , x ]Z > 0 ([ x, xl, < 0) for all 
x EL?\ (0). If _F is a J-nondegenerate subspace of C”, then the matrix P 
which is associated with the projector onto 2 along P’I will said to be the 
J-orthogonal projection onto 2. 
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For the convenience of the reader, now we will recall some basic facts on 
linear fractional transformations of matrices. Such objects became important 
mainly for two reasons: On the one hand, they are connected with the theory 
of matrix interpolation, where in many cases the solution set can be repre- 
sented by hnear fractional transformations of matrices. Having this in mind, 
Krein and Smuljan [16], Potapov [18], and Young [22] independently devel- 
oped the theory of linear fractional transformations of matrices. On the other 
hand, Schwarz and Zaks [2I] considered such transformations with respect to 
applications to some aspects of geometries of projective matrix spaces. 
Let A be a ( p + 9) X ( p + 9) complex matrix, and let 
A= “, “d 
i 1 
(17) 
be the block partition of A where a is a p X p block. It is easily checked 
(see e.g. Lemma 1.6.1 in [8]) that 
La c,d := {x E @Px9 :det(cx + d) # 0} (18) 
is nonempty if and only if rank(c, d) = 9. In this case, the linear fractional 
transformation 
sp~9) : 53 c d + cpx9 (1% 
is given by 
pp.9)(4 := ( ax + b)(cx + d)-l. 
Obviously, 
for all nonzero complex numbers p. 
Let B be a (9 + p> X (9 + p) complex matrix, and let 
(20) 
(21) 
I?= ; ; ( i (22) 
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be the block partition of B with q X q block CY. Then 
8 ,,s:={~Ea=~~y:det(zy+S)#O} (23) 
is nonempty if and only if rank( y *, S*> = p (see e.g. Lemma 1.6.1 in [S]). In 
this case, the linear fractional transformation 
is defined by 
qp)(x) := (x-y + 6)~‘(xa + p>. (25) 
Clearly, for each nonzero complex number p, we have 
The following result expresses a useful connection between the linear 
fractional transformations Z$Pz 4) and 6”~ P). 
PROPOSITION 2. 
(p+q)x(p+q) 
Let Upy be given by (15). Suppose that A and B are 
complex matrices such that 
BUPq A = dJpq> (27) 
where p is some nonzero complex number. Let A and B be partitioned into 
blocks via (17) and (18), respectively, where both a and 6 are p X p blocks. 
Then: 
(a) gc, d = ZY;. 6 # 0 and %P,q) = $qx P). 
(b) %Y = 2Yb d # 0 and flsqx P) = $P,q). 
Part (a> of Proposition 2 is due to Potapov [18] (see also [8, Lemma 1.6.2 
and Proposition 1.6.1]), whereas part (b) follows from the fact that (27) 
implies 
AUqp B = pUqp. 
Now we are going to characterize the case that the linear fractional 
transformations are injective. 
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PROPOSITION 3. 
(a) Suppose rank(c, d) = q. Then aP,q) given by (17)-(20) is one-to-one 
if and only if det A # 0. In this case, 
(b) Suppose ranMy*, 6*) = p. Then $93”’ given by (22)-(25) is one-to- 
one if and only if det B # 0. In this case, 
In the following, we will use the notation KpX9 for the set of all p X q 
contractive complex matrices, whereas DpX9 stands for the set of all p X q 
strictly contractive complex matrices, We will give an important property of 
the linear fractional transformations tip, 9) and $9, P) if the generating 
matrices A and B, respectively, have j ,-properties, where j,, is the 
(p + q) X (p + q) signature matrix given iy (14). 
LEMMA 5. Let A be a j,,-contractive matrix, and let (17) be the block 
partition of A where a is a p X p block. Then 
det d # 0, bd-’ E Dpxq, d-‘c E D4xp, 
Proofs of Lemma 5 and the following useful theorem can be found in [8, 
Theorems 1.6.1, 1.6.21. 
THEOREM 3. 
(a) lf the matrix A isjp9-contractive, then 
~P~Y)(K~~~) c odpxq and tip2”‘(~,x,> c DPxY. (28) 
Zf A is also jpy-unitary, then 
~P~“)(W,,,) = Kdpx4 and ~?‘~“)(D,,,) = Dpxq. (29) 
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(b) Zf the matrix B isjqp-contract&e, then 
Zf B is also j, ,-unita y, then 
?PI.‘)(qq) = qx4 and ~9,~)(iD~~~~) = [n)px4. (31) 
3. J-ELEMENTARY FACTORS 
In their investigations on matrix interpolation problems with a finite 
number of interpolation conditions, V. P. Potapov and his pupils observed 
that the following special class of rational matrix-valued functions turned out 
to be of central importance. 
DEFINITION 3. An m x VI matrix-valued function A which is meromor- 
ykied: 
ic in @a is called a J-elementa y factor if the following three conditions are 
(i> A has exactly one pole z,, E C,. 
(ii) For each z E D \ {z,}, the matrix A(z) is J-contractive. 
(iii) For each z E T \ {z,}, the matrix A(z) is j-unitary. 
Obviously, (i) implies that every J-elementary factor is a nonconstant 
rational matrix-valued function. 
REMARK 7. Let n E N,, and let z,, E C,. Let A be a J-elementary 
factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = z,,. Further, let U and V be J-unitary 
matrices. Then D := UAV is a J-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 
at 2 = 2”. 
Having in mind inverse problems associated with matrix interpolation, it is 
advantageous to normalize J-elementary factors. There are several concepts 
for this (see [lo]). For our purposes in this paper, it is most convenient to 
follow the normalization concept used by V. P. Potapov and his school. 
DEFINITION 4. Let A be a J-elementary factor with pole at .zO E C, \ 
(1). Then A is called Potapov-normalized if A(1) = I. 
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REMARK 8. Let A be a ]-elementary factor with pole at z0 E Co \ {l). 
Then there is a unique ]-unitary matrix U such that B := AU is a Potapov- 
normalized ]-elementary factor with pole at za, namely U := [ A(l)]-‘. 
Moreover, there is a unique ]-unitary matrix V such that D := VA is a 
Potapov-normalized ]-elementary factor with pole at .z,,, namely V := 
[A(l)l-l. 
REMARK 9. Let d be a Potapov-normalized ]-elementary factor with 
pole of order one at z = ~0. Then d admits the representation 
d(z) := I, - (1 - z)Q, z E c, (32) 
where Q := Z - d(O). 
REMARK 10. Let b be a Potapov-normalized ]-elementary factor with 
pole of order one at z = 0. Then b admits the representation 
i 
1-Z 
b(z) = I+ z pa ZE@\{O}, 
z - P, z=CO 
(33) 
where P := Z - b(m). 
LEMMA 6. Let n E N,, and let z. E C,. For A: C,, \ {z,} + Cmxm, 
then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is a J-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = zO. 
(ii) ]A is a J-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = z,,. 
(iii) A] is a J-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = zO. 
(iv) ]A] is a ]-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = zO. 
Moreover, if (i) is satisfied and if zO # 1, then the J-elementary factor A is 
Potapov-normalized if and only if the J-elementary factor ]A] is Potapov-nor- 
malized. 
Proof. ] ’ = Z and Lemma 3. W 
LEMMA 7. n E NO, let z,, E CO. the : C, 
+ Cmx m, then 
. 
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Moreover, if (i) is satisfied and if z0 # 1, then the ]-elemeyntay factor A is 
Potapov-normalized if and only if the ]-elementary factor A is Potapov-nor- 
malized. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): For z E @a \ {z,,), we have 
J- [A(Z)]*&) =J-A(z)J[A(?)]*. 
Applying Propositio31, we see that (ii) is a consequence of (i). 
(ii) 3 (i): Use A = A and the implication (i) * (ii). The rest of the 
assertion is clear. W 
The following lemma, which is taken from [8, Proposition 4.2.11, summa- 
rizes useful properties of J-elementary factors. 
LEMMA 8. Let n E N,, let z0 E @,,and let A be a J-elementary fador 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = .zO. Then: 
(a) For each z E C,, \ {z,, l/Z,), 
and 
A*( l/Z)JA( 2) = J, 
det A(z) #O 
A-‘(z) =J[A(l/?)]*J =J&)J. 
(b) A-i is a (-])-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at {l/Z,). 
(c) lf .zO # 1 and if A is Potapov-normalized, then the ( -]I-elementary 
factor A- ’ is also Potapov-normalized. 
LEMMA 9. Let n E N,, and let .zO E C,. For the function A : C, \ {IQ) 
+ Cmxm, thef 11 0 owing statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is a J-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = zO. 
(ii) A is a ( -] )-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = l/Z,. 
Zf (i) is satisfied,then 
A =]A-‘]. (34 
Zf z0 # 1 and (‘) 1 are fulfilled, then A is Potapov-normalized if and only if A is 
Potapov-normalized. 
Proof. Combine Lemmas 8 and 6. W 
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4. POTAPOV-NORMALIZED FULL-RANK j,,-ELEMENTARY 
FACTOR WITH POLE AT z = w AND ITS ASSOCIATED 
RIGHT-TYPE p x 9 SCHUR SEQUENCE 
In the following, we will mainly use the special ( p + 9) X ( p + 9) 
signature matrix j,, gi ‘ven by (14). Th’ is matrix is naturally associated with the 
set Kpxq of all p x 9 contractive matrices: If X E @Px9, then X is 
contractive [strictly contractive] if and only if 
Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let D be a jpg-elementary factor 
with pole of order n + 1 at .z = ~0. Clearly, D is a ( p + 9) X (p + 9) 
matrix polynomial of formal degree n + 1. Dubovoj (see [5] or [8, Lemma 
4.4.81) showed that the rank of the leading coefficient matrix of any j,,-ele- 
mentary factor with pole at z = 00 is not greater than p. This leads to the 
following notion. 
DEFINITION 5. Let D be a j,, -elementary factor with pole at z = CQ. If 
the rank of the leading coefficient matrix of D is equal to p, then D is called 
a full-rank j,, -elementary factor. 
LEMMA 10. Let n E N,, and let D be a jp,-elementary factor with pole 
of order n +, 1 at z = m. Then D has full rank if and only if the j,p-elemm- 
tay factor D with pole of order n + 1 at z = ~0 has full rank. 
Proof. Use Lemma 7 and Remark 1. w 
The following theorem, which is basic for our further considerations, was 
obtained by Galstjan [ll] in the case p = 9 and by Dubovoj [5] in the general 
case. For a detailed proof, we refer the reader to 18, Theorem 4.4.41. 
THEOREM 4. Let n be a nonnegative integer. 
(a) Let ( Ak>z=, be a nondegenerate p X 9 Schur sequence. Let D,, : @ 
+ c=(P+9)x(p+9) be defined by 
Dn(z> := Z - (1 - 2) diag(e,,(z), en9( 2)). G,, . dag(e&,(l), ef,(l))j,,, 
(35) 
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where 
% := &(A,, A,,..., A,), (36) 
G, := (Z,S,)*(Z - S,S,*)-‘(Z,S,), (37) 
and where e,,4 : C -+ @qx(“+1)4 is given by (11). Then D, is a Potapov-nor- 
malized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = ~0. 
Moreover, 
j,, - Dn(z)jp4Dn*(z) 
= (1 - Izl’)~ag(e,p(z),e,,q(i)).G,.diag(e~~(-),e~,(z)) (38) 
for all 2 E @. 
(b) Let D be a Potapov-normalized full-rank jpy-elementary factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = a. Then there exists a unique nondegenerate 
p X q Schur sequence ( Ak&‘=,, such that D coincides with D,, given by (35). 
Part (b) of this theorem leads us to the following notion. 
DEFINITION 6. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let D be a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at 
z = w. Then the unique nondegenerate p X q Schur sequence ( Ali)tEO for 
which D coincides with D,, given by (35) is called the right-type p X q 
Schur sequence associated with D. 
REMARK 11. Theorem 4 obviously shows that, for every nondegenerate 
p X q Schur sequence ( Ak)fzO, there is a unique Potapov-normalized full- 
rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at ;5 = ~0 such that 
( Ak)ICO is the right-type p X q Schur sequence associated with D, namely 
D = D,,, where D,, is defined by (35). 
Observe that we already know from Remark 9 that any Potapov-normal- 
ized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = ~0 
admits a representation (32) with Q := Z - d(O). The following characteriza- 
tion of the case that d has full rank is taken from [S, Corollary 4.4.2, 
Proposition 4.4.21. Hereby, we obtain a clear insight into the inner structure 
of j,, 
CPf9. 
-orthogonal projections onto maximal jp,-positive definite subspaces of 
PROPOSITION 4. Let Q E C(P+9)‘(P+9), and let d: C --f C(pt9)x(p+9) 
be given by 
d(z) := Z - (1 - z)Q. (39) 
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Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) d is a Potapov-normalized full-rank jpy-elementary factor with pole of 
order one at 2 = a. 
(ii> There exists a p x q strictly contractive matrix 6 such that 
Q = (Z,S)*(Z - SS*)-l(Z,S)jpq. (40) 
(iii) Q is ajP4-orthogonal projection onto some jpq-positive definite sub- 
space of @ P + 4 with rank Q = p. 
Zf (ii) is satisfied, then 6 is uniquely determined by (40). 
Recall that Theorem 4 yields a parametrization of Potapov-normalized 
full-rank j,, elementary factors with pole of order n + 1 at z = m by 
nondegenerate p X q Schur sequences ( Ak)FCO. Dubovoj’s investigations 
(see [S] and [S, Section 4.41) provided a second type of parametrization, 
namely via sequences (AOk)LZO of p X q strictly contractive matrices. Our 
next aim is to explain this in more detail. First, in view of Remark 9 and 
Proposition 4, we introduce the following notion. 
DEFINITION 7. Let d be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-elementary 
factor with pole of order one at z = a. Then the unique p X q strictly 
contractive matrix 6 which satisfies (39) and (40) is called the Dubovoj 
parameter of d. 
REMARK 12. Let d be a Potapov-normalized full-rank jp,-elementary 
factor with pole of order one at z = cc), and let S be the Dubovoj parameter 
of d. Then (S>i= 0 is the right-type p X q Schur sequence associated with d. 
LEMMA 11. Let d be a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
parameter of 
d. Then the Potapov-normalized full-rankjp9-elementary factor d’with pole of 
order one at z = 00 has the Dubovoj - 6. 
Proof. From (39) we get 
djz) = z - (1 - z)Q*, 
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where, in view of (40), 
Q* =j,,( I, S)*( Z - SS*)-‘( I, S) 
= (I, -s)*[z - (-S)(-s)*]-‘(I, -S)j,, 
Since the matrix - S is strictly contractive, Proposition 4 yields the assertion. 
n 
The following theorem, which is due to Dubovoj (see [5] or [8, Theorem 
4.4.51) is the basis for the above-announced second type of parametrization of 
Potapov-normalized full-rank jr, -elementary factors with pole at z = w. 
THEOREM 5. Let n be a nonnegative integer. 
(a> Let D be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,y-elementay factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at .z = W. Then there is a unique sequence (dk)FzO of 
Potapov-normalized full-rank j,, -elementa y factors with pole of order one at 
z=msuchthatD=d,~d,~..:d,. 
(b) Zf (dk&‘, 0 is an arbitrary sequence of Potapov-normalized full-rank 
jr,,-elementa y factors with pole of order one at z = ~0, then D := d, * d, 
* . * d, is a Potapov-normalized full-rankjl,y-elementay factor with pole of 
order n + 1 at z = m. 
Part (b) of Theorem 5 leads us to the following notion. 
DEFINITION 8. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let D be a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order 12 + 1 at 
.z = W. Let (dk)[=,, be the unique sequence of Potapov-normalized full-rank 
jp,-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = cc such that D = d, * d, 
. . . . 9 d,. For k E {0, 1, . . . , n}, let 6, be the Dubovoj parameter of d,. 
Then (Sk):=, is called the sequence of Dubovoj parameters of D. 
THEOREM 6. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let (&)z=, be a 
sequence of p x q strictly contractive complex matrices. Then there is a 
unique Potapov-normalized full-rankj,4 -elementary factor with pole of order 
n + 1 at z = w such that (6, )FzO is the sequence of its Dubovoj parameters. 
Proof. Use Proposition 4 and part (b) of Theorem 5. W 
PROPOSITION 5. Let n E N,, let D be a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
j 
r 
-elementary factor with pole of order n + I at z = ~0, and let (6,);= 0 be 
t e sequence of Dubovoj parameters of D. Then (- S,_,)rzO is the sequence 
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of Dubcvoj parameters of the Potapov-normalized full-rank jp,-elementa y 
factor D with pole of order n + 1 at z = CQ, 
Proof. According to Theorem 5, let (dk)L, ,, be the unique sequence of 
Potapov-normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factors with pole of order one at 
z = m such that D = d, * d, . . . . * d,. In view of Lemmas 7 and 10, fi is a 
Potapov-normalized full-rank_jp, 
z = 00, whereas &, Cl;, . . . , d, 
-elementary factor with pole of order one at 
are Potapov-normalized fuil-rank j, -elemen- 
t,ary factors with pole of order one at z = ~0. Obviously, D = d, * In&..* 
d,. The application of Theorem 5 and Lemma 11 completes the proof. m 
5. POTAPOV-NORMALIZED FULL-RANK j,,-ELEMENTARY 
FACTOR WITH POLE AT z = 0 AND ITS ASSOCIATED 
LEFT-TYPE p x 9 SCHUR SEQUENCE 
This section can be conceived in some sense as a dual version of Section 
4. Namely, now we will consider Potapov-normalized full-rank jgp-elemen- 
tary factors with pole at z = 0. 
If we assume that n is a nonnegative integer and that B is a j, p-elemen- 
tary factor with pole of order n + 1 at .z = 0, then B admits a Laurent 
representation 
B(z) = 5 XkCk (41) 
k=O 
for all z E @ \ 10). Dubovoj ( see [5] or [8, Lemma 4.4.21) proved that 
rank X, < p. This leads to the following notion. 
DEFINITION 9. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let B be a jqp-ele- 
mentary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. If B is given by (411, then 
one says that B has full rank if rank X, = p. 
LEMMA 12. Let n E N,, and let B be a j p-elementay factor with pole 
of ord.e;n + 1 at z = 0. Then B has full rank i and only if the jqp-elementary P 
factor B with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0 has full rank. 
Proof. If B is given by (41), then 
By(z) = 2 x;z-k, z E @ \ (0). 
k=O 
The application of Lemma 7 completes the proof, 
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The following result, which is due to Dubovoj (see [5] or [B, Theorem 
4.4.1]), should be compared with Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 7. Let n be a nonnegative integers. 
(a> Let ( Ak)LSO be a nondegenerate p X q Schur sequence. Let B, : 
Co \ {0} + C(~+p)x(qfp) be defined by 
I 1-Z 
I- ----jqpdiag(e,,(l)~ e,Jl)) * H, 
x 
B,(z) := ( .diag(e~,(l/z),e~,(l/z)), z E C \ {0}, 
1 +jrlP dag(e,,,(l), eny(l>) *H, 
.diag(eZ,(O), C,(O)), z=* \ 
(42) 
where S, and e,,4 := C -+ CYX(n+l)q are given by (36) and (ll), and where 
H, := (S,,, Z)*[Z - S,(S,*)]-‘(S,, Z). (43) 
Then B, is a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-elementa y factor with pole of 
order n + 1 at z = 0. Moreover, 
1 + l?y 
= ~ diag(e,,(l/z), e,,(l/.Z)) OH,, *diag(eZ,(l/z), 4,(W)) 
M2 
(44) 
fir all x E @ \ (0). 
(b) Let B be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j4p-elementay factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then there exists a unique nondegenerate p X q 
Schur sequence ( Ak)F= ,, such that B coincides with B, given by (42). 
DEFINITION 10. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let B be a 
jqp-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at E = 0. Then the unique 
nondegenerate p X q Schur sequence ( Ak)i, 0 for which B coincides with 
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B, given by (42) is called the lefi-type p X q Schur sequence associated with 
B. 
REMARK 13. Theorem 7 obviously provides that, for every nondegener- 
ate p X c~ Schur sequence (Ak)F=,,, there exists a unique Potapov-normal- 
ized full-rank j, I’ -elementary factor B with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0 
such that ( Ak)IcO is the left-type p X q Schur sequence associated with B, 
namely B = B,,, where B, is defined by (42). 
Observe that we already know from Remark 10 that every Potapov-nor- 
malized jqp-elementary factor b admits a representation (33) with P := Z - 
b(m). The following characterization of the case that b has full rank is taken 
from [8, Corollary 4.4.1, Proposition 4.4.11. 
PROIJOSITION 6. Let P E @(9+P)x(9cP), and let b: Co \ (0) + 
(~?+P)~(Y+P) b e given by 
(45) 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) b is a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of 
order one at z = 0. 
(ii> There exists a p X 4 strictly contractive matrix /3 such that 
p = -j,,,( P, I)*( z - pp*)-‘( p, I). (46) 
(iii) P is a j,,- orthogonal projection onto some j, r,-negative definite 
subspace of Cp+q with rank P = p. 
Zf (ii) is satisfied, then P is uniquely determined by (46). 
As in the case of Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-elementary factors 
with pole at z = a, there is a second type of parametrization of Potapov- 
normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factors with pole at z = 0 via finite 
sequences of p X q strictly contractive matrices. To explain it, we first 
introduce the following notion (see Remark 10 and Proposition 6). 
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DEFINITION 11. Let b be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-elemen- 
tary factor with pole of order one at .z = 0. Then the unique p X q strictly 
contractive matrix p such that (45) and (46) are satisfied is called the 
Dubovoj parameter of b. 
REMARK 14. Let b be a Potapov-normalized full-rank jyl,-elementary 
factor with pole of order one at z = 0, and let fi be the Dubovoj parameter 
of b. Then ( @>~,a is the left-type p X q Schur sequence associated with b. 
LEMMA 13. Let b be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,p-elementay 
factor with pole of order one at z = 0, and let p be the Dubovoj parameter of 
6. Then the Potapov-normulized full-rank j,, -elementa y factor 6 with pole of 
order one at z = 0 has the Dubovoj parameter - p. 
Lemma 13 can be verified analogously to Lemma 11. We omit the details. 
The following theorem, which is due to Dubovoj (see [5] or [8, Theorem 
4.4.2]), is the essential tool for the announced second type of parametrization 
of Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-elementary factor with pole at z = 0. 
THEOREM 8. Let n be a nonnegative integer. 
(a> Let B be a Potapov-normalized full-rank jCJp-elementary factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then there is a unique system (bk);+ of 
Potapov-normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factors with pole <If order one at 
z=OsuchthatB=b,*b,_,=..:b,,. 
(b) If (bk&‘+ is an arbitrary sequence of Potapov-normalized full-rank 
jyr,-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = 0, then B := b,, . b, I 
* * b, is a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of 
ordern+latz=O. 
Theorems 5 and 8 reflect V. P. Potapov’s view of the classical Schur 
algorithm (see Schur [20]) and its matricial generalizations. Namely, he 
recognized that, from the standpoint of J-theory, the classical Schur algo- 
rithm consists of some multiplicative decomposition of appropriately chosen 
jpy-elementary factors into simplest factors of the same kind. For a detailed 
treatment of these aspects, we refer the reader to [7]. 
DEFINITION 12. Let n E N,, and let B be a Potapov-normalized full- 
rank j, p -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Let (bk)Fzo be 
the unique sequence of Potapov-normalized full-rank j, p-elementary factors 
with pole of order one at z = 0 such that B = b,, * b,_ 1 * . . b,,. For 
k E (0, 1, . , n), let Pk be the Dubovoj parameter of b,. Then ( Pk)iCO is 
called the sequence of Dubovoj parameters of B. 
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THEOREM 9. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let ( &)L+ be a 
sequence of p X q strictly contractive complex matrices. Then there is a 
unique Potapov-normulized full-rank j, p -elementary factor B with pole of 
order n + 1 at z = 0 such that ( &)F_ 0 is exactly the sequence of its 
Dubovoj parameters. 
Proof. Use Proposition 6 and Theorem 8. n 
PROPOSITION 7. Let n E N,, let B be a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
j ,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0, and let ( Pk);, 0 be 
t!ze sequence of Dubuvoj parameters of B. Then ( - /3,_ k)L=O is the sequence 
of Dubcvoj parameters of the Potapov-normalized full-rank jp,-elementary 
factor B with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
Proof. Using Theorem 8 and Lemmas 7, 12, and 13, Proposition 7 can 
be proved similarly to Proposition 5. We omit the details. n 
In concluding this section, it should be mentioned that Dubovoj [6], 
Dubovoj and Zinenko [9], and Galstjan and Dubovoj [12] obtained a first 
collection of results concerning parametrization of Potapov-normalized non- 
full-rank jpy-elementary factors with pole at z = ~0 or at z = 0. 
6. ON INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN FULL-RANK 
j,,-ELEMENTARY FACTORS WITH POLE AT 
x = 03 AND FULL-RANK j,,- ELEMENTARY FACTORS WITH 
POLE AT z = 0 
Having in mind Definitions 6 and 10, we are naturally led to the following 
notion. 
DEFINITION 13. Let n be a nonnegative integer, let D be a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at 
z = m, and let B be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j -elementary factor 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then [D, B] is calle 7 a coupled jp,,-type 
Potapov pair of order n + 1 if the right-type p X q Schur sequence associ- 
ated with D coincides with the left-type p X q Schur sequence associated 
with B. 
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The following considerations are aimed at deriving equivalent conditions 
for [D, B] to be a coupled j,,-type Potapov pair. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let n E N,, let D : @ + C(P+9)‘(P+9), and let 
B := A,, DA;, , (47) 
where Ap4 is given by (16). 
(a) The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) D is a jp,,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. 
(ii) B is a jCYp-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
(b) Zf (i) is satisfied, then 
BWUp,W) = up9 (48) 
for all z E @ \ (O}, where U,,y is defined by (15). 
(c) Let (i) be satisfied. Then D has full rank if and only ifB has full rank. 
Moreover, D is Potapov-normalized if and only if B is Potapov-normalized. 
(d) Let D be a Potapov-normalized full-rank jpy-elementary factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = 00, and let B be defined by (47). Then [D, Bl is a 
coupled j ?,,,-type Potapov pair. 
Proof. (a): Combine Lemmas 9 and 4. 
(b): For z E @ \ 0}, Lemmas 4 and 9 yield 
B(z) = (-U&,)D(z)( -up&)* = &D-‘(~)u,* 
and consequently (48). 
(c): Apply part (a> of Lemma 4, part (b) of Remark 1, and Lemma 9. 
(d): We will use the notation given in Theorems 4 and 7. Let (Ak)fCO be 
the right-type p X 4 Schur sequence associated with D. Obviously, 
A 
p4 * did en,, , en9 > * A:, = diag( e,,q, enp) 
and 
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pyJ’pC, diag(e,,(L), e,,,(l)) * G 
. diag( eZ,,( l/z), ef,( l/z)) * A*,, 
1-z 
=I+-’ z Jqp d%(e&), e&>) ’ H,, 
. diag( e$( l/Z), ez, (lb)) 
for all z E @ \ (O}, where B, is given by (42). Thus, in view of Definition 
10, the proof is complete. n 
CoHOLLARY 1. Let d be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-elementa y 
factor with pole of order one at z = M, and let 6 be its Dubovoj parameter. 
Further, let b be a Potapov-normalized full-rank jy,-elementary factor with 
pole of order one at z = 0, and let p be its Dubovoj parameter. lf S = 0, 
then b(s)U,, d(z) = UrIC, for all z E @ \ (0). 
Proof. Remarks 12 and 14 show that (S>z= (, and ( /3 I:=, are the 
right-type p X y Schur sequence associated with d and the left-type p X 9 
Schur sequence associated with b, respectively. Suppose 6 ; P. Part (a> of 
Proposition 8 and part (b) of Theorem 7 provide b = A,, dA>Cf. Thus, the 
application of part (b) of Proposition 8 completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 10. Let n be a nonnegative integer. Let D be a Potapov-nor- 
malized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = to, 
and let (Sk);,, be the sequence of its Dubovoj parameters. Let B be a 
Potapov-normalized full-rank j, , -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 
at z = 0, and let ( Pk)LCO be th e sequence of its Dubovoj parameters. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i> For each k E (0, 1, . , n}, the identity 6, = ok is satisfied. 
(ii) For all z E @ \ {O}, one has B(z)U,, D(z) = UPC!, where Upy is 
given by (15). 
(iii) [D, B] is a coupledj ,,-type Potapov pair of order n + 1. 
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If (i) is satisfied, then 
fi)r all z E C \ (0). 
Proof. By virtue of Theorems 5 and 8, we have D = cl, . d, * . d, and 
B = h,, . b, . . . b, where d,, d,, . , d,, (respectively, b,, b,, , b,) are 
uniquely determined Potapov-normalized full-rank jl,,l-elementary (j,,,-ele- 
mentary) factors with pole of order one at z = m (Z = 0). 
(i) * (ii): Using Corollary 1 we obtain 
B(z)U,,, D(z) =b,,.b,_,.....b,(b,U~~i,,d,)d,.d,.....d, 
=b,;b,,_,.... . blq& . d, + . cl,, = . 
= b,, up<, 4, =up<, 
for each z E a= \ (0). 
(ii> =+ (i): According to Theorem 9, there exists a unique Potapov-normal- 
ized full-rank j,, -elementary factor B’ such that (ak)c=,, is exactly the 
sequence of its Dubovoj parameters. From (i) 3 (ii) of the proof we already 
know that 
B’(4ylq DC-1 = up<, 
for all Z E (E \ {O). In view of part (a) of Theorem 8, then (ii) implies 
B = B’. Thus, we get (i). 
(iii) - $i>: From (iii) and part (a) of Proposition 8 we obtain that 
B = A,, DA:l,. Parts (a> and (b) of Proposition 8 then provide (ii). 
(ii> - (iii): Let ( A, >;= ,) be the right-type p x q Schur sequence associ- 
ated with D. By virtue of part (a) of Theorem ‘7, the function B, given by 
(42) is a Potapov-normalized full-rank jclp-elementary factor with pole of 
order n + 1 at z = 0 such that ( A, )i= o is exactly its left-type p X q Schur 
sequence. The already verified implication (iii) 3 (ii) yields that 
B,,(zs)U,, D(z) = Upq for all z E Q: \ (0). In view of Theorem 8, then (ii) 
implies B = B,,. Thus, we finally get (iii). 
If (i) is satisfied, then (ii) follows and, by virtue of Proposition 2, (49) 
holds true for all z E C \ {O). W 
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If n E N,, then we will use e,, I to denote the function e,, 1 : C -+ C 
given by 
e,, 1( 2) := zn+l. (50) 
REMARK 15. Let n E N,, and let B be a j,,-elementary factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then B ’ := e,, 1 B is a constant matrix-val- 
ued function or a j,, -elementary factor with pole of order not greater than 
n+latz=m. 
LEMMA 14. Let b be a Potapov-normalized full-rank jy p-elementay 
factor with pole of order one at z = 0, and let p be the Dubovoj parameter of 
b. Then b’ := e,b, where e, is given by (SO), is a Potapov-normalized 
full-rank jqp-elementa y factor with pole of order one at z = cc), and - p * is 
the Dubovoj parameter of b ‘. 
Proof. Remark 10 yields the representation (33) where P := I - b(m). 
Then 
b’(z) = z - (1 - z)(Z - P) 
for all z E C \ {O). Moreover, we have the representation (46) of P. Hence, 
I-P= 
( 
I + p*(z - BP*)-+ P*(Z - #W-’ 
-(Z - W_‘P z - (I - pp*)-’ I 
i 
(I- P*P)-’ (I- P*P>-‘P* = 
-P(Z - P*P>-’ -P( I- @*PI-‘P* i 
= (I, +*)*[I - (-p*>( -p*)*lml(L -P*)j,,. 
Since - p * is strictly contractive, we get the assertion from Proposition 4. W 
PROPOSITION 9. Let n E N,. Let B be a Potapov-normulized full-rank 
jkp-elementa y factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0, and let ( Pk)EzO be 
t e sequence of its Dubovoj parameters. Then B q := e,, 1 * B is a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00, 
and ( - Pn*_k)F=O is the sequence of its Dubovoj parameters. 
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Proof. By virtue of Theorem 8, there is a unique sequence (bk>tSO of 
Potapov-normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factors with pole of order one at 
z = 0 such that B = b, * b,_ 1 * . . . - b,. For k E (0, 1, . . . , n), we set b: := 
e,=bk. Then Bn = bR .b,O_,*... . b,O . The application of part (b) of Theo- 
rem 5 and Lemma 14 completes the proof. n 
COROLLARY 2. Let n E N,, and let B be a full-rank jy p-elementay 
factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then B ’ := e,, , B is a full-rank 
j,,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = a. 
Proof. According to Remark 8, B’ := B . [ B(l)]-1 is a Potapov-normal- 
ized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at .z = 0. 
Proposition 9 provides then that B ’ := e,, 1 B’ is a Potapov-normalized 
full-rank j ,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = M. The 
matrix B(1) is jqp-unitary. From Lemma 2 and B q = B ’ * B(1) we finally 
obtain the assertion. W 
COROLLARY 3. Let n E N,. Let B be a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
jr-elementay factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0, and let ( &)f, 0 be 
t e sequence of its Dubovoj parameters. Then ( &? >FzO is the sequence of 
Dubovoj parayters of the Potapov-norrnulized full-rank jy p-elementary fac- 
torB’:=e ,,+,Bwithpoleofordern + 1 atz = 00. 
Proof. Combine Propositions 7 and 9. W 
LEMMA 15. Let d be a Potapov-normalized full-rank jpy-elementary 
factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = ~0, and let S be the Dubovoj parameter 
of d. Then do := e; ‘d, where e1 is given by (501, is a Potapov-normalized 
full-rankj,4-elementay factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0, and - 6* 
is the Dubovoj parameter of d q . 
Proof. Using Remark 9 and Proposition 6, Lemma 15 can be proved 
similarly to Lemma 14. H 
PROPOSITION 10. Let n E N,. Let D be a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
j 
r 
-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at .z = ~0, and let (6k)i=0 be 
t e sequence of its Dubovoj parameters. Then 
Do :=e;:,D (51) 
is a Potapov-normalized full-rank jp,-elementary factor with pole of order 
n + 1 at z = 0, and (- a,*_ k)F=O is the sequence of its Dubovoj parameters. 
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Proof. Using Theorems 5, 8 and Lemma 15, Proposition 10 can be 
checked analogously to Proposition 9. n 
COROLLARY 4. Let n E N,, and let D be a full-rank jr,y-elementay 
factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. Then Do given by (51) and (50) is 
a full-rank j,, -elementay factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
Proof. Corollary 4 can be verified similarly to Corollary 2. n 
COROLLARY 5. Let n E N,, and let e,L+, : C + @ be defined by (50). 
Let D be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of 
order n + 1 at z = m, and let (8k>~=0 be the sequence of its Dubovoj 
parameters. Then ( S,* )[= 0 is the sequence of Dubovoj parameters of the 
Potapov-normalized full-rankj,,-elementa y factor D’ := e,: 1 D with pole of 
ordern+latz=O. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let n E N,,, and let [D, B] be a coupled jp4-type 
Potapov pair of order n + 1. Then [D ‘, B ’ ] given by B q := e, + 1 B and 
Do := ,el ,, + 1 D is a coupled j y,-type Potapov pair of order n + 1. 
Proof. It is readily checked that B(z)U,, D(z) = Upy for all =. E Cc \ 
{O} if and only if D’(x)U,~ B “(z) = U(,r, for all ; E C \ {O}. Thus, in view 
of Propositions 9 and 10, the application of Theorem 10 completes the proof. 
n 
7. POTAPOV-NORMALIZED FULL-RANK j,,-ELEMENTARY 
FACTOR WITH POLE AT z = 00 AND ITS ASSOCIATED 
LEFT-TYPE q x p SCHUR SEQUENCE 
In Section 4, we stated a parametrization of Potapov-normalized full-rank 
jp,-elementary factors with pole at .z = m by finite nondegenerate p x q 
Schur sequences. This section is aimed at deriving an essentially different 
parametrization by finite nondegenerate q X p Schur sequences. We will 
start with three technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 16. Let n E N,, let ( Ak)[_O be a nondegenerate p X q Schur 
sequence, and let D, : C + C(P+9)x(P+9) be defined by (35). For all z E C, 
then 
fin(z) = I - (1 - z)j,, 
x diag[(e,:~(l))*,(e,,(l))*] .G,P .diag[e,1:(z),e~~(z)]. 
(52) 
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where S,O and e,:, : @ + C=(‘*+ ‘)“‘q are given by (7) and (Et), and where 
G,” := ($ )[z - (s:)*s;l]*( $) (53) 
Moreover, 
jlIc, - [ k( ;)]*j,,,C,(=) 
= (1 - I;l’)diag[(e,r,(:))*,(e,~,(;))*] *G,y .diag[e,~,(-),e,~,(-)] (54) 
for all z E @. 
Proof. In view of Remark 3 and Lemma 1, we have 
Consequently, we see from Remarks 3 and 5 that 
(55) 
z5J z) = D,“( 2) = z - (1 - z)j,,, 
x diag[ e,,,( 1) ) e,,, w] . G,, * di%[ C1’( z>, L ( 41 
= Z - (1 - ~>j,,diag[e,l,(l),e,,,(l)] *d%(%,,l, %,I) 
.G,P .diag(%,,,L,) .diag[e’,,I,(=),~,,,(=)] 
= z - (1 - 4j,,, d%([ c/,(1,] *> [C,(l)])” 
. G,? . diag[ e&(1>) et,(l)] 
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holds true for all z E @. Moreover, Theorem 4 and (55) provide finally 
= (1 - I=12)diag([e~p(z)]*, [e,‘,(z)]*)*GF 
*dag[eTp(s),eJq(z)] 
for all .z E C. n 
LEMMA 17. Let n E FV,, let (AT )FxO be a nondegenerate 9 X p Schur 
sequence, and let 0,’ : @ -+ C(P+9)‘(P+‘7) be defined by 
where 
D,‘(z) := Z - (1 - z)jp9diag([e:p(l)]*, [ef9(l)]*) 
*G,’ *diag[e:p(z),e:9(-)], 
SF := S,( A;, A;, . . , A; >, 
G,’ := ((.)[z - (s.')*W( ;m)*. 
and where eJ9 : C -+ C=(n+1)9X9 is given by (13). For all k E (0, 1, 
A\ = (A:)*. For all .z E @, then 
(e:)(z) = Z - (1 - .)diag[e,p(~),e~,(~)] 
. GA * diag[ eZ,( 1)) ef,( I)] *j,, , 
where 
S:, := S,( A\, A;, . . . , A’,, >, 
G:, := (I, S;)*[ I - S;( Sk)*] -‘( Z, S;), 










Proof. Lemma 1 and Remark 3 provide 
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and 
I - (s;)*s; = &JZ - W~)*P,,. 
Thus, we obtain 
GA = diag(znp 
= diag( C,, , &) * G,’ * diag( 2,,P, I&). 
In view of Remarks 3 and 5, it follows that 
= Z - (1 - ~)diag(e~,(z),e,,(z))*G~ 
. dia&Z,W~ e&(1>) *.i,, 
for all z E C. 
LEMMA 18. Let n E N,. Assume that (Ak)$=O is a non&generate 
p X q Schur sequence and that (A: )fCO is a nondegenerate q X p Schur 
sequence. Let D, :C + @(p+y)x(p+9) and D,’ :(J + c(P+Y)‘(P+9) be &_ 
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fined by (35) and (56), respectively. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) 4, = D ’ 
(ii> For ealh k E {O, 1, . , n), the identity A: = AT holds true. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii): Combine Lemma 17 and part (b) of Theorem 4. 
(ii) =) (i): Use Lemma 16. W 
The following theorem, which is the main result of this section, should be 
compared with Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 11. Let n he a nonnegative integer. 
(a) Let (A: )E,,, be a nondegenerate q X p Schur sequence. Then 
D,’ : C + C=(ptq)x(r+‘t) defined by (56) is a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
jp,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. Moreover, 
= (1 - I=l”)diag([e~p(z)]*,[e,:i<z)]*).GX .diag[e,:,(~),ef~(z)] 
(62) 
for all z E @. 
(b) Let D be a Potapov-normalized full-rank jp,-elementary factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = ~0. Then there exists a unique nondegenerate 
q x p Schur sequence (A: )z= 0 such that D coincides with 0,:. 
Proof. (a): Set A, := (A: )* f or all k E 1, , n}. According to 
Lemma 1, ( Ak>;=, is a nondegenerate p X q Schur sequence. Let 0,’ : c 
+ C(P+‘f)x(P+‘f) be defined by (35). From Lemma 16 then we get 0,’ = D,, 
and consequently (62) for all z E @. Theorem 4, Lemma 7, and Lemma 10 
yield that 0,: . IS a Potapov-normalized full-rank jpy-elementary factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = ~0. 
(b): By virtue of Lemmas 7 and 10, fi is a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
jpy-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0~. Part (b) of Theorem 
4 provides that there” exists a unique nondegenerate p X q Schur sequence 






- z )jp,diag([ e,:,( I)]*, [e,:(l)]*)-G: 
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. diag( e&( z), enll( z)) 
for all z E @. Setting 
nondegenerate y X p 
0,’ given by (56). 
Now assume that 
sequence such that 
A: := AZ for each k E {O, 1,. . . , n), then we obtain a 
Schur sequence ( A: );=” such that D coincides with 
(A,&” is an arbitrary nondegenerate q X p Schur 
D(z) = Z - (1 - -)j,,diag([e,:,(l)]*, [e:,(l)]*)-tin 
where 
and 
s, := s,( A,, A,) , A, >. 
Then Lemma 17 yields 
C(Z) = Z - (1 - =)diag(e,,(2),e,,,(z)).(;T:, .diag(eXp(l),e~,(l)) ‘j,, 
(63) 
for all z E @, where ki := ( ik)*, k E (0, 1, . . . , n), where 
s:, := s,( x0, x,, , A;,,,), 
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and where 
6; := (z,q*[z-s:,(s,)*]-‘(z,~n). 
According to Lemmas 7 and 10, fi is a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-ele- 
mentary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = m. Thus, we see finally from 
(63) and part (b) of Theorem 4 that A’k = i.e. A, A:, for 
k E (0, 1, ) n). n 
Part (b) of Theorem 11 leads us to the following notion. 
DEFINITION 14. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let DD be a 
Potapov-normalized full-rank jr, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 
at z = 00. Then the unique nondegenerate q X p Schur sequence (A: )F=,, 
for which D ’ coincides with D,,’ given by (56) is called the left-type q X p 
Schur sequence associated with D' . 
REMARK 16. Theorem 11 obviously yields that for every nondegenerate 
q X p Schur sequence (A: )cJO, there is a unique Potapov-normalized 
full-rank jp y-elementary factor D ’ with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00 such 
that (A: IF= O is the left-type q X p Schur sequence associated with D n , 
namely D ’ = 0,' , where 0,’ is defined by (56). 
LEMMA 19. Let d be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-elementary 
factor with pole of order one at z = M, and let 6 be the Dubovoj parameter of 
d. Then ( - S *>z = O is the left-type q x p Schur sequence associated with d. 
Proof. Let (v)z, ,, be the left-type q X p Schur sequence associated 
with d. To prove the assertion it remains to check that 
(I, s)*( z - ss*)-1( I, qj,, =jpy( 1, rl*)*( z - 77*Tl-‘c z,77*1 (64 
ifandonlyif n= -a*. If we suppose (641, then it follows that 
(I - ss*)-1 = (I - 7)*7-/-f 
-(I - ss*)-‘s = (I - T/*7)-%)*, 
and therefore n = - 6 *. Conversely, it is readily checked that 77 = - 6 * 
implies (64). n 
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8. POTAPOV-NORMALIZED FULL-RANK &,-ELEMENTARY 
FACTOR WITH POLE AT b = 0 AND ITS ASSOCIATED 
RIGHT-TYPE c/ x p SCHUR SEQUENCE 
In Section 5 we stated a parametrization of Potapov-normalized full-rank 
jyp-elementary factors with pole at z = 0 by finite nondegenerate p X q 
Schur sequences. Now we are looking for a parametrization via finite q X p 
nondegenerate Schur sequences. 
LEMMA 20. Let n E N,, let (Ak)FzO he a nondegenerate p X q Schur 
sequence, and let B,, : Co \ {0} + C(9+lJ)‘(9+P) be defined by (42). Then 
f 
Z- ? *diag([eG(l/Z)]*, [eTp(l/Z)]*)*H,O 
Bv,( z) := ( ~diag(CqW~e~pW) V4pa 
2 E c \ {o}, 
1 + diag([ e:(O)]*, [ eTp(0)] *) . H,O 
\ -hag[ C,(l)) e,:,(1>] ‘_i,,, 
z=CC 
(65) 
where s,’ and en’ : C + CC”+ ‘)qxY are given by (10) and (X9, and where 
H,O := (s;)[z-(s~)*S,I]~(s~ )*. (66) 
Moreover, 
*HF .diag[e~~(l/~),e~~(l/~)] (67) 
for all a E C \ (0). 
Proof. Using Lemma 1, Remark 3, and Remark 5, Lemma 20 can be 
proved similarly to Lemma 17. We omit the details. n 
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LEMMA 21. Let n E N,, let (AZ),“=, be a nondegenerate 9 
sequence, and let B,: : C, \ {O} -+ @(‘~+~‘)x(q+~J) be de$ned by 
/ 
Z- $ diag([ en:,,< l/z)] *, [ ed( l/z)] *) * H/ 
B,:(z) := ( -diag(et,(l), eTp< 1)) *j,,,,, =; E @ \ 
1 + d%([e,~(O)]*, [e$(O)]*)*K 
-d%[Cq(l), Cp(l,] ‘j,,7 x = *, \ 
KIRSTEIN 
x p Schur 
{O)’ (68) 
where S,: and e,:, : C + Cc”+ I)‘! x” are given by (57) and (12), and where 
H; := (“;: )[Z - (S,=)*S,:lP’j S; r, 
For all k E (0, 1, . , n}, let A\ := (A:)*. Then 
r 1-z Z---’ z 3VPdiag[e,,(l),e,,(l)] *H,: 
(i,:)(t) = r *diag(e&(l/?),ezl,(l/Z)), z E C \ {O), Z +jqp ~ag[%,(l)~ e,,,(l)] .H,: *diag[ e:,(O), e&(O)] 1 z=to 
(70) 
where S:, and e:, : C + Ccn+‘)Yxq are given by (60) and (12), and where 
H:, := (S;, I)*[ Z - S:,( Sk)*] -‘(S;,, Z). (71) 
Lemma 21 can be proved analogously to Lemma 18. 
LEMMA 22. Let n E N,. Assume that (Ak)LxO is a nondegenerate 
p X q Schur sequence and that (A: )EzO is a nondegenerute 9 X b Schur 
sequence. Let B,, : C, \ {0} + @(9+P)x(‘f+P) and B,: : co \ 10) + 
@~+~‘)X(~t~‘) be defined by (42) and (68), respectively. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i> g,=BT. 
(ii> For each k E (0, 1, . . , n}, the identity A: = AZ holds true. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Combine Lemma 22 and part (b) of Theorem 7. 
(ii) =3 (i): Use Lemma 20. n 
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Now we are able to formulate our main theorem of this section. It 
contains a parametrization of Potapov-normalized full-rank jCfp-elementary 
factors with pole at z = 0 by finite q X p nondegenerate Schur sequences. 
THEOREM 12. Let n be a nonnegative integer. 
(a> Let (A/! ):=” be a non&generate q X p Schur sequence. Then 
B,,’ : Co \ {0} -+ C=(‘~+r’)x(‘~+rJ) defined by (68) is a Potapov-nomaZizedfi& 
rankj,I, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Moreover, 
_i yI, - B,:(=)j,,,[B,Y(=)]* = + 
.z 
d%([C,(l/3)]*, [eJ,(lP)]*) 
. H,: . ckg[ei,(l/Z), ef,l(l/Z)] (72) 
j& all =. E C \ (0). 
(b) Let B W be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,(lj-elementa y factor w,ith 
pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then there exists a unique nondegenerate q X p 
Schur sequence (A: );= 0 such that Bm coincides with Bnrn. 
Proof. Using Lemmas 7, 12, 21 and Theorem 7, Theorem 12 can be 
proved similarly to Theorem 11. We omit the details. n 
Part (b) of Theorem 12 leads us to the following notion. 
DEFINITION 15. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let B n be a 
Potapov-normalized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 
at z = 0. Then the unique nondegenerate q X p Schur sequence ( A: );=” 
for which B n coincides with B,: given by (68) is called the right-type q X p 
Schur sequence associated with B ‘. 
REMARK 17. Theorem 12 obviously shows that for every nondegenerate 
q X p Schur sequence (A! )iCO, there is a unique Potapov-normalized 
full-rank j, I’ -elementary factor B n with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0 such 
that ( A: >;=,, is the right-type q x p Schur sequence associated with B n , 
namely B n = B,: , where BIl’ is defined in (68). 
LEMMA 23. Let b be a Potapov-normalized full-rank j,p-elernentay 
factor with pole of order one at z = 0, and let p be the Dubovoj parameter of 
b. Then (--P*)i:=,, is the right-type q X p Schur sequence associated with b. 
Proof. Lemma 23 can be proved similarly to Lemma 19. n 
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LEMMA 24. Let n E N,, let D be a Potapov-normalizedfull-rankj -ele- 
mentary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = ~0, and let (A! )iEO %L the 
left-type 9 X p Schur sequence associated with D. Then (A: )rzO is the 
right-type 9 X p Schur sequence associated with the Potapov-normalized 
full-rank jgp-elementary factor B defined by (47). 
Proof. Obviously, 
and 
Thus Lemma 4 provides 
B(z) = A,, D*(l/Z)A*,, 
1-Z 
=z+ -A,;diag([e~~(l/z)]*, [eG(l/f)]*)+GF 
z 
=f- F diag([eJ,(l/Z)]*, [e$(l/%)]*)*H/ 
for all z E @ \ {O}, where Bn’ is given by (68). The proof is complete. n 
The following theorem can be conceived as an extension of Theorem 10. 
THEOREM 13. Let n be a nonnegative integer, let D be a Potapov-nor- 
malized full-rank j,, -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = ~0, 
and let B be a Potapov-normalized full-rankj 
order n + 1 at z = 0. Then [D, B] is a coup ed3 “f 
-elementary factor with pole of 
’ -type Potapov pair if and 
only if the left-type q X p Schur sequence (ATa),“=, associated with D 
coincides with the right-type 9 x p Schur sequence <C: )c= 0 associated 
with B. 
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Proof. First suppose th$ A! = C: for all k E (0, 1, . . , n}. Then 
Lemma 24 yields B = A 4 DA* 4. Thus parts (a) and (b) of Proposition 8 
provide (48) for all z E 6 \ (Oy, where Up4 is given by (15). Then we see 
from Theorem 10 that [D, B] is a coupled jr,-type Potapov pair of order 
72 + 1. 
Conversely, now assume that [D, B] IS a coupled j 
order n + 1. By virtue of part (a) of Theorem 12, the 7 
-type Potapov pair of 
unction B,’ given by 
(68) is a Potapov-normalized full-rank jsp-elementary factor with pole of 
order 12 + 1 at z = 0 such that ( A! >iZo is exactly its associated right-type 
q X p, Schur sequence. According to Lemma 24, we have then I?,’ = 
A?@%. Part (b) of Proposition 8 implies 
for all z E C \ {O). On the other hand, Theorem 10 provides (48) for all 
z E C \ {O}. Hence, 23 = B,‘. The proof is complete. 
We will finish this paper with a little picture (Fig. 1) which summarizes 
essential correspondences between nondegenerate p X q Schur sequences 
and Potapov-normalized full-rank jrs-elementary (or j4p-elementary) factors. 
Potapov-normalized full-rank Potapov-normalized full-rank 
Nondegenerate p X q 
( ( Schur sequence ( Ak)icO [ 1 
Potapov-normalized full-rank 
FIG. 1 
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Observe that there is a whole collection of further objects which are 
linked with matricial nondegenerate Schur sequences by one-to-one corre- 
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